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Abstract: Successful development of international relations at industrial machine-manufacturing enterprise
suggests availability of strategic plan of actions drawn up with due regard to consumers' demands and product
quality standards. In order to keep and strengthen their competitive positions machine-manufacturing
enterprises have to look for new and perspective markets. It is necessary to develop complex approach to
formation of strategy which must create efficient marketing chain to evaluate and consider the situation in a
complex way. In parallel program of actions must be developed which corresponds to market requirements and
satisfies real targets of machine-manufacturing enterprises.
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INTRODUCTION For several last years machine-manufacturing

International industrial marketing is very complex significantly renewed the list of their products. As a result
because it includes not only sales but other spheres of for the last years growth rates are higher then at average
enterprise activity as well: production, RandD, supplies, in machine-manufacturing industry and internal demand
finances and delivery of the products to consumers. is usually satisfied by home production. Future of

Right choice of strategic actions determines planning machine-manufacturing enterprises producing
and organization of activity, success of an enterprise in submersible pumps in external markets is very vague.
external markets. Maybe it is not so difficult to correct Export of the most leading Russian manufacturers was
tactical actions, but use of incorrect strategy is associated ceased and in some cases stopped completely [2].
with big financial losses. Importance of changes in Machine-manufacturing enterprises are characterized
strategic actions of machine-manufacturing enterprise is by huge assets and capital-intensive production: it
determined by contradiction between practical targets and provides big opportunities. Availability of external
current situation at a factory [1]. economic relations is considered as just necessary

Production  of  submersible  pumps  is  one of the conditions for survival. External environment of these
most   important   sub-industries   of   oil-and-gas enterprises manifests  itself  in  abrupt momentary
machine-manufacturing. Up to 2009 development of changes of market demand, fierce competition,
Russian market of submersible equipment was hindered acceleration of physical and moral aging of produced
by growth of prices for resources, transport, high goods and technologies, in seriousness of raw material
interests  for   credit,  inefficient  tax policy-and, as a and energy problems.
result-by increase in prices for pumps. However, today we Abrupt changes of social and economic, political
observe another  situation: this  market is starting to conditions, extension of geography of economic relations
revive [2]. and their complication, qualitative character and the speed

enterprises producing submersible pumps has
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of changes resulted in serious problems in organization This ability to fulfill all wishes of customer quicker and
management and demanded revision of organizational better than competitors is a guarantee of successful sales
principles of their management in quickly changing and long-term relations with customers. But the demands
conditions. of customers and the market itself are constantly

Current concept of world marketing developed by changing. Marketing strategy must always take these
American scientist F. Cottler an enterprise can choose changes into account and constantly renew and modify
several ways to enter foreign markets. But he did not itself in order to completely correspond to current state of
characterize in his works the particularities of marketing the market and  particularities  of foreign customers'
research in foreign markets. Existing approaches to wishes [9].
development of competitive strategies proposed by Marketing strategy in foreign markets is
foreign scientists Zh. Lamben,  I. Ansoff, M. Porter and understanding of clients and their wishes in the context of
M. Mc-Donald demand detailed consideration for every specific character of foreign markets, energy which is
separate foreign market [3]. Besides that they described aimed for intrusion and strengthening of enterprise’s
only general approaches to development of competitive positions in the new place. Ability to fulfill all wishes of
strategies and the approaches themselves are quite customer quicker and better than competitors is a
different. guarantee of successful sales and long-term relations with

As it was mentioned by one of the fathers of modern customers. However, the demands of customers and the
marketing T. Lewitt, using sales strategy in this case will market itself are constantly changing. Marketing strategy
be risky if you believe that commercial approach can be must always take these changes into account and
used in any situation and you will substitute if for constantly renew and modify itself in order to completely
marketing concept [4]. correspond to current state of the market and

It is known that term “strategic marketing” was particularities of foreign customers' wishes [10].
introduced by American company DuPont and meant Analysis of strategic marketing theory allows to
organization of marketing  activity with orientation not to conclude that marketing strategy in external markets must
product or service produced by the enterprise but with be considered as a set of strategic, organizational and
orientation to potential consumer, to market segment economic decisions intended for achievement of steady
chosen beforehand [5]. competitive position of the enterprise through

Strategy suggests unmistakable choice which must harmonization of the interests of participators of the
determine formation of business. In general, strategy is a market. Preconditions of formation and realization of
choice [6]. The concept of strategic marketing has efficient strategy of  external economic activity of
appeared soon after introduction of the strategic machine-manufacturing enterprises is study and analysis
management concept into practice of enterprise of the factors of external and internal environment which
management. Both concepts reflect more complicated determine the conditions of enterprise functioning. In the
enterprise management in conditions of unpredictable same time ignoring the influence of these factors on
external environment liable to unexpected casual changes. external economic activity of an enterprise can lead to
But till now the scientists do not arrive at agreement in negative effects associated with loss of time and
regard to common definition of this term and shared by resources when entering foreign markets.
everybody understanding of the essence of the notion Internal and external environmental factors of the
"strategic marketing" [7]. enterprise give opportunity for more efficient forming of

P. Dixon argues that strategic marketing is targeted the enterprise strategy for entering external markets [10].
actions of a corporation aimed for search of sustainable The most significant factors are: information resources,
advantage over their competitors through satisfying timeliness of entering foreign markets, products quality
needs of consumers [9]. Strategic marketing planning is management system, designers' potential, marketing
managerial process of creation and keeping of strategic resources.
correlation between resources and the aims of an Basic factor, in our opinion, is marketing resource
organization [8]. which includes several important for an enterprise

Marketing strategy in foreign markets is categories (strategic, informational component and value
understanding of  clients  and their wishes in the context of  relations),  where  special  one is  identification of
of specific character of foreign markets, targeted long-term effects connected with the necessity to keep
penetration of   an   enterprise   into  external  markets. the buyer. It is marketing resource which to a some extent
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consideration in the context of foreign markets are as
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of entering the market.
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